
The Library of Congress Labs
Libraries Constructionism Social Learning Photo

The Library of Congress Labs is a website by the United States Library of Congress, which has the purpose of
taking the contents of the Library of Congress and making them available and easy to navigate on the Internet.
Its “experiments” section contains a number of different tools used to interact with the library’s contents. The
Library of Congress (LOC) provides a plethora of primary sources, giving students a taste of culture from older
times that textbooks alone might not provide. There are a total of 12 tools that have some interactive
component, all of which allow the user to either be shown information from the library in a novel way or use the
information to create something new. In this way, it is a knowledge-centered product, used to help students
interface with the contents of the library and construct new knowledge.

The Library of Congress Labs homepage screenshot
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https://edtechbooks.org/keyword/649
https://edtechbooks.org/keyword/928
https://edtechbooks.org/keyword/1319
https://edtechbooks.org/keyword/1324
https://labs.loc.gov/work/experiments/
https://labs.loc.gov/work/experiments/


Tool Snapshot
Price Free

Learning Constructionism & Social Learning

Ease of Use ★★★✩✩

Privacy ★★★★✩ 

Accessibility ★★★✩✩

Class Size Unlimited

Login  No

ISTE*S Knowledge Constructor & Global Collaborator

COPPA/
FERPA

COPPA: Yes. No FERPA policy found. Check with your school IT administrator.

Price
These tools do not cost any money and are entirely free to the public, funded by the United States federal government.

Type of Learning
Many of the activities in the LOC labs are focused on the production of new content using the material within the library.
For example, students can remix sounds from the library into beats or annotate images from the library. In this way, it
supports constructionist education. There is also a focus on sharing, such as the sharing of annotated artifacts from
the collection, enabling social learning education.
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http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/en/Constructionism
https://www.learning-theories.com/social-learning-theory-bandura.html
https://www.loc.gov/legal/privacy-policy/
https://www.loc.gov/accessibility/
http://www.iste.org/standards/standards/for-students-2016
https://www.loc.gov/legal/privacy-policy/
https://www.loc.gov/legal/privacy-policy/


LOC Annotated Artifact

Ease of Use
Though most of the concepts are simple and straightforward, it is not designed in a way that is particularly intuitive.
Dead links, activities, and miscellaneous articles are all grouped, and descriptions of what things tend to be wordy and
difficult to understand. Many of the apps within the website are fairly simple, but the tutorials range from
comprehensive to frustratingly vague.

Privacy
The Library of Congress is a government institution and as a result, it does not participate in any for-profit actions. While
it does collect some data for basic reasons, it does not share it except under very specific circumstances. The data it
does collect includes your internet domain, your IP address, when you visit, which pages on the site you visit and what
you download, the specs of the device you are using, and what search terms were used to find the site. It is COPPA
compliant. While it is not FERPA compliant, it collects so little data from students that it’s not a risk for them.

Accessibility 
The accessibility statement, while making a declaration that the Library of Congress was determined to meet
accessibility standards, also plainly states that it does have several old pages which are not fully updated to be
accessible. The labs are likely part of this group of old pages, considering how the pictures lack alt text altogether. On
the upside, it is fairly easy to navigate the page without a mouse. I was able to get anywhere on the site with only a
keyboard without any difficulty, though a couple of apps weren’t functional without a mouse.

Class Size
There are not any limitations on how many people can use this tool at the same time on their own devices.

Login
Login is needed for one of the tools: By the People. Login is not needed to use the other tools. 
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https://www.loc.gov/legal/privacy-policy/
https://www.loc.gov/legal/privacy-policy/


ISTE Standards
The Library of Congress Labs encourages students to be knowledge constructors through a number of its interactive
activities, such as the one which allows you to add annotations to historical documents or that allows you to make
musical tracks using sounds from the library as samples.

The Library of Congress Labs encourages students to be global collaborators in how its activities involve collaborative
processes. Specifically, By the People allows the user to contribute to the library by transcribing words from images in
the library, and working with others around the country to contribute to the library.

Library of Congress Guide Video

Watch on YouTube

Video transcript

LOC & the SAMR Model
Here is an example of how Library of Congress Labs might fit within the SAMR model: 

Substitution: The historical data in the library, accessible through the labs, could be used as a substitute for other
primary sources in a history class.
Augmentation: Students could be allowed to search the library themselves, finding their own primary sources
rather than just being given them.
Modification: Students can use the wiki data browser extension to easily find information from the library relevant
to anything they find online.
Redefinition: Students can engage directly with the process of adding to the library by transcribing documents.
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https://labs.loc.gov/work/experiments/crowd/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQwMuy7ANQs&autoplay=1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fRiF5I9UMT6cl1TW8czqtYr3BRNAK1RJnX5Mu7Brmv4/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQwMuy7ANQs&autoplay=1


Learning Activities
Math
Look for political cartoons by the same cartoonist and calculate the frequency that the cartoonist produced cartoons.

Science
Use RSHHGG (Revue de la Société Haïtienne d’Histoire, de Géographie et de Géologi) Lab to find scientific articles
relating to a topic you are interested in and write a report about them.

English/Language Arts
Transcribe a conversation from audio and check to see if it matches the transcription made by the “Speech to Text
Viewer” App.

Example audio transcript

Social Studies
Learn about the history of Baseball via “Mapping an American Pastime” and connect it to other historical events
that happened at the same time and place.
Annotate artifacts and share them with the class.
Transcribe artifacts to text with By the People.
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https://labs.loc.gov/work/experiments/mapping-an-american-pastime/
https://labs.loc.gov/work/experiments/annotation/
https://labs.loc.gov/work/experiments/crowd/


The transcription tool from the Library of Congress

Resources
Library of Congress
Speech to Text Basics
A Brief History of Political Cartoons
Southern Mosaic: The John and Ruby Lomax 1939 Southern States Recording Trip
Baseball in America: A History
How to install Chrome extensions manually
The Teacher's Guide to Helping Students Analyze Political Cartoons
Beat Making 101: How to Make a Beat
How Reliable is Speech-to-Text in 2021?  
Frequently Asked Questions 

How to Use Library of Congress Labs
1. Go to Library of Congress Labs.
2. Look through the various tools it provides.
3. Select a tool you want to use and follow the instructions within if any.
4. If the tool does not work, it likely is out of service or not meant to be interactable. Go back and check out other

tools.
5. Make a list of the tools that you plan to use so that you can easily sift through them in the future to find what you

want.

Research.
Shadiev, R., Hwang, W. Y., Chen, N. S., & Huang, Y. M. (2014). Review of speech-to-text recognition technology for

enhancing learning. Journal of Educational Technology & Society, 17(4), 65-84.

Houston, N., Zaldivar, M., Director, A., Conte, J., Behnke, S., & Lofton, D. (2012). Library of Congress Cataloging-in-
Publication Data.
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https://www.loc.gov/
https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/docs/basics
https://xroads.virginia.edu/~MA96/PUCK/part1.html
https://www.loc.gov/collections/john-and-ruby-lomax/about-this-collection/
https://www.infoplease.com/people/baseball-players/baseball-america-history
https://www.cnet.com/tech/services-and-software/how-to-install-chrome-extensions-manually/
https://blog.socialstudies.com/the-teachers-guide-to-helping-elementary-students-analyze-political-cartoons
https://www.izotope.com/en/learn/beat-making-101-how-to-make-a-beat.html
https://www.cxtoday.com/speech-analytics/how-reliable-is-speech-to-text-in-2021/
https://www.loc.gov/about/frequently-asked-questions/
https://labs.loc.gov/work/experiments/
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/jeductechsoci.17.4.65.pdf?casa_token=yFrm_IBIdRwAAAAA:lfKR5Y-d5eAHSEcVjjSCrAyklwhFgN1cgk1NPeFTZmaiLLCCjdFyjDklE5vQd2L6M7qf2CzVFpCutMaYNTpzcj1-RXZroUvoYXucorE8iEaqtWNWTciA
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/jeductechsoci.17.4.65.pdf?casa_token=yFrm_IBIdRwAAAAA:lfKR5Y-d5eAHSEcVjjSCrAyklwhFgN1cgk1NPeFTZmaiLLCCjdFyjDklE5vQd2L6M7qf2CzVFpCutMaYNTpzcj1-RXZroUvoYXucorE8iEaqtWNWTciA
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/32432306/401-Biochemistry_Laboratory_-_Modern_Theory_and_Techniques_(2nd_Edition)-Rodney_F._Boyer-01360430-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1657039685&Signature=ZezzmpJKBP~HZn~CX~PZOOfY8XtYqySsofvDC2lUnxIVdi7C8z98BNae~0bEfPimZo0D5AKxaIeazDqJzu4-PUUZ-B--HMUwUZ0aElm2JgystosO7Uvn27w~G5k5iDc0v~2WIvN8KVAQPdyyx31ECArKtuC~9nyQ5az1bZFPMTna9SWKS784Ku~PA47bg3nigkrQDthhxk3jbo0YBUW1Spe-nOxq8YeWJh3AHGdYA-6~glh-kfo6NRXOmwkQ5nymPHRxELhIxIyDr9apkJZaYD36gWyf4N3nwL7wI2kHxkDvlNf5mjyNv6p40gTn7fp0n1mbkVSECFoPfQTfxDKtiw__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/32432306/401-Biochemistry_Laboratory_-_Modern_Theory_and_Techniques_(2nd_Edition)-Rodney_F._Boyer-01360430-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1657039685&Signature=ZezzmpJKBP~HZn~CX~PZOOfY8XtYqySsofvDC2lUnxIVdi7C8z98BNae~0bEfPimZo0D5AKxaIeazDqJzu4-PUUZ-B--HMUwUZ0aElm2JgystosO7Uvn27w~G5k5iDc0v~2WIvN8KVAQPdyyx31ECArKtuC~9nyQ5az1bZFPMTna9SWKS784Ku~PA47bg3nigkrQDthhxk3jbo0YBUW1Spe-nOxq8YeWJh3AHGdYA-6~glh-kfo6NRXOmwkQ5nymPHRxELhIxIyDr9apkJZaYD36gWyf4N3nwL7wI2kHxkDvlNf5mjyNv6p40gTn7fp0n1mbkVSECFoPfQTfxDKtiw__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
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This content is provided to you freely by EdTech Books.

Access it online or download it at https://edtechbooks.org/onlinetools/congresslabs.
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https://doi.org/10.5210/fm.v20i7.5619
https://edtechbooks.org/onlinetools/congresslabs
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